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Abstract
This article examines the call to ministry as it relates to Clinton’s Leadership Emergence Theory and to the growth process of pastors and Christian leaders. This article argues that the external call to ministry is a vital factor in the development of pastors and Christian leaders because it confirms internal calling, establishes authority and trust, and produces greater confidence. External calling serves as a catalyst for growth in the leader as it provides assurance of God’s leading towards ministry, leads to greater effectiveness, and yields perseverance during difficulties.

Introduction
Over the last couple decades, much of the literature on Christian leadership has focused on the character qualities and ministry skills needed for Christian leaders to thrive.1 Recently, within the topic of Christian leadership, authors have discussed the value and practicalities of developing leaders; however, little attention has been paid to exactly how Christian leaders develop over time.2 For example, researchers have studied leadership outcomes and topics related to pastoral self-care and burnout yet little research exists on leadership development in pastors and “little is known about the continuing development of pastors as they move through different developmental stages as leaders.”3 While a small number of books, articles, and empirical research studies explore important stages and factors regarding how Christian leaders develop, very few have undergone the task of systematizing a theory.4 Among these few, J. Robert Clinton’s Leadership Emergence Theory describes how Christian leaders develop over the course of a lifetime of ministry.5 Clinton's theory develops a general timeline of the phases of ministry leadership, details the factors that impact growth, and explains how to process critical incidents that arise along the leadership journey.6 Leadership Emergence Theory represents a comprehensive, historically conversant, and biblically informed perspective on how ministry leaders develop over time. Some authors argue that Clinton’s theory is overly systematized, leaves little room for the diverse working of the Spirit, and has too tightly classified the “organic nature and diverse character of leadership formation.”7

---

Yet the theory has remained viable for nearly twenty years. Numerous researchers have used the theory as a template to conduct their projects.8

Thesis
Although Clinton’s Leadership Emergence Theory includes many significant phases and factors in the growth of Christian ministry leaders, the theory overlooks the call to ministry as a noteworthy aspect of development. In particular, external calling as an important element in a leader’s growth process is missing. The external call to ministry represents an essential factor in the development of Christian leaders because it confirms the internal call thereby providing assurance of God’s leading toward ministry, establishes a special relationship of authority and trust thus enabling greater effectiveness, and produces confidence in ministry which yields perseverance during difficulties.

Outline
After defining the call to ministry, this article will review recent empirical research on ministry leadership that reveals the importance of internal and external calling. This article will then explain Clinton's theory and identify how it overlooks the call to ministry in its discussion of Christian leadership development. Then, this article will describe why external calling is essential in the development of ministry leaders, particularly applying the principles to pastors. The argument will unfold in three sections of evidence. First, the external call validates the internal call, which gives the minister peace of mind that God has equipped him for leadership and led him into ministry. Second, external calling establishes a renewed relationship of trust and authority between the minister and the congregation providing him with focus and confidence that enables greater ministry effectiveness. Third, the external call establishes certainty of ministry calling which generates steadfastness during difficulties and trials in ministry.

The Call to Ministry Defined
Scholars have defined and categorized the call to ministry in various ways. Jeff Iorg defines calling as a “profound impression from God that establishes parameters for your life.”9 Iorg explains three types of call experiences as 1) the universal call to Christian service and growth, 2) the general call to ministry leadership, and 3) the specific call to a ministry assignment.10 H. Richard Niebuhr explains the call to ministry as a complex interaction between “person, community, and God.”11 He describes four elements of a call to ministry as 1) the call to be a Christian, 2) the secret call as an inner persuasion to take up the work of the ministry, 3) the providential call representing God gifting the minister with the necessary talents and guiding his circumstances, and 4) the ecclesiastical call as “the summons or invitation extended to a man by some community or institution of the Church to engage in the work of the ministry.”12 A common definition of the call to ministry includes the dual elements of internal desire and external affirmation. Donald Whitney explains that traditionally the call to ministry has been divided into two parts: the internal call and the external call.13 Whitney describes the call to ministry as God “planting the desire” for vocational ministry into one’s life (internal call) and persuading brothers and sisters in Christ that the desire is legitimate (external call).14
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explains that together the internal and external call represent the “twofold calling” of the ministers of the church. Calvin describes the internal call as the secret call, “the good testimony” of the heart including a “sincere fear of God and desire to edify the Church.” Calvin explains external calling as the formal and public call of the people of God, the “common right and liberty of the Church” when “those who may have seemed fit are elected on the consent and approbation of the people.”

Many contemporary writers reference Charles Bridges in *The Christian Ministry* for a concise definition:

*The external call* is a commission received from and recognized by the Church, according to the sacred and primitive order; not indeed qualifying the Minister, but accrediting him, whom God had internally and suitably qualified… *The internal call* is the voice and power of the Holy Ghost, directing the will and the judgment, and conveying personal qualifications. Both calls, however—though essentially distinct in their character and source—are indispensable for the exercise of our commission.

Bridges explains the internal call as the Holy Spirit working powerfully in the minister to direct the will and endow necessary qualifications. Internal calling represents God’s Spirit speaking to the heart and inner being of those he has called to serve as ministers. Bridges describes the external call as an accreditation and commission of the church after recognizing God’s work in the minister’s internal calling. In external calling, the congregation evaluates and affirms the character and gifts of the believer who senses God’s leading toward ministry. Spurgeon spoke of the external call as “needful proof” that the will of the Lord concerning pastors has been made known through the “prayerful judgment of his church.” Mohler, Whitney, and Dumas explain that in external calling God uses the congregation to “call out the called” through evaluation, affirmation, commissioning, and joyous celebration. Brian Croft defines the call to ministry as both the internal call, a God-given desire for ministry combined with a conviction that one is gifted and empowered by God’s Spirit; and the external call, an affirmation from a local church that one possesses the gifts and godly character suitable for a Christian minister. Spurgeon, Bridges, Calvin and others in Christian history agree that both the internal and the external facets of ministry calling are essential to a minister’s identity and development.

**Literature Review**

Empirical research on leadership reveals that ministers place great significance on calling. This brief review will organize thoughts from ministry leaders about the importance of calling into three categories 1) calling in general, 2) the internal call to ministry, and 3) external calling.
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The Importance of Ministry Calling

Recent research on pastoral development demonstrates the importance of calling. McKenna, Yost, and Boyd compared significant developmental events and lessons identified from interviews of one hundred senior pastors. The pastors identified key events and important lessons significant to their development such as transitions, training experiences, and handling relationships. The pastors also acknowledged general ministry calling, “knowing that one is called to ministry” as an important event in their development. McKenna, Yost, and Boyd classified this call to ministry as the most statistically significant event in the setting the stage category about ministry beginnings. A study on clergy and organizational culture revealed that calling plays a significant role in the narrative of many who seek ordination. The research found that the divine call represents an important reason why clergy embrace the ministerial vocation. McKenna and her colleagues’ study about learning agility in clergy also demonstrates the importance that ministry leaders place on calling. The study explored the personal strategies and situational factors that enable pastors to learn and develop as leaders. In the study, the pastors recognized “relying on faith and calling” as a significant personal strategy they utilize to grow as leaders.

Internal Calling in Empirical Research

Recent empirical research demonstrates the importance of the internal call to ministry. Researchers at Wheaton College studied important factors in maintaining resiliency in ministry by analyzing 398 surveys and twenty-six interviews of evangelical protestant clergy. Internal calling phrased as “sense of calling into ministry” was identified as extremely important to pastors in their quest to maintain health, resiliency, and endurance in ministry. The researchers recorded one senior pastor’s quote about the importance of internal calling, which was echoed by many of the other respondents: “I think the most prominent feature of being a pastor is not choosing the profession but being called of God.” Meek and her colleagues noted that counselors should “rejoice” with pastors in their calling and should “respect the monumental importance” pastors place on their calling.” Researchers at Seattle Pacific University categorized data from surveys and interviews about how pastors measure their ministry effectiveness. The researchers recorded a significant frequency of pastors reporting that an important factor in how they measure their effectiveness in ministry is “faithfulness or obedience to their calling.” The theme of internal calling resonated throughout the study as researchers concluded that pastors are “driven by a deeply rooted calling to their ministry.”

---
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Empirical studies related to burnout also reveal the importance of the internal call. According to Paul Tripp, one sign that a pastor might be headed toward burnout is when he begins to question his call to ministry. Pastors struggling with burnout often experience a growing sense of cynicism and disillusionment which threaten to undermine the “very convictions which define their calling.” Burnout among clergy represents a danger to one’s sense of life calling. Research reveals that burnout often includes disillusionment and a loss of a confidence in the internal call of God upon one’s life—when a “sense of calling erodes.” Those that experience burnout often have lost their sense of God’s internal calling upon their life and ministry.

The Importance of External Calling

In addition to calling in general and the internal call to ministry, research also demonstrates that the external call to ministry represents an important aspect of the identity of ministry leaders. A study of seminary students found that external calling had a significant influence in their choice of Christian ministry as a life vocation. In McKenna and her colleagues’ study on learning agility the external call to ministry was viewed as a significant aspect of pastoral identity and development. The “affirmation of calling” represented an important situational factor that helped the pastors grow as leaders. The researchers also identified that “confirmation of calling” through others helped the pastors create strategies to learn from their experiences and develop as ministers. Researchers T. Scott Bledsoe and Kimberly Setterlund studied support systems and self-care practices that prevent burnout among experienced pastors. Looking back on early ministry, these veteran pastors identified support systems that helped them develop. Researchers identified the theme of external calling in the category of early support. The pastors mentioned external calling, the encouragement and confirmation they received from the church, as an important factor in affirming ministry as their profession.

Calling Overlooked

Despite the importance of God’s calling through the internal desire of the individual and external affirmation of the church, it is peculiar that Clinton overlooks this developmental factor in his Leadership Emergence Theory. The theory is comprehensive, a result of compiling the trends of the lives of 500 biblical, historical, and contemporary Christian leaders and refined by analyzing over
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3,000 case studies. Clinton compiled and compared the careers of Christian leaders from many countries, cultures, and eras. Clinton describes leadership development as measuring a leader’s growing capacity to influence others as a result of three variables: processing, time, and leader response. As leaders process events and factors that come their way, those that grow and develop go through a general six stage timeline: (1) sovereign foundations, (2) inner life growth, (3) ministry maturing, (4) life maturing, (5) convergence, and (6) afterglow. As leaders demonstrate the ability to learn from life experiences and ministry dynamics they experience healthy movement through the stages. Clinton defines this healthy movement as “processing.” Clinton identifies three categories of processing (1) foundational items, (2) growth ministry processing, and (3) proceeding toward unique ministry items. The theory contains around fifty processing items such as leadership commitment, training, gift discovery, ministry conflict, life crisis, mentoring, and handling authority.

Given the abundance of phases with processing items and since ministry leaders view calling as important to their identity and growth, one would expect that internal or external calling would be included somewhere in the theory. Clinton does mention the process item of “guidance” but only in the context of the ability to understand God’s leading for ministry decisions or leading groups towards God’s purposes with no mention of an early prompting of the Holy Spirit or internal guidance by God toward ministry. Some external confirmation processing items are evident in the theory, yet even within these processing items Clinton does not mention the importance of leaders seeking the confirmation of their internal calling from church leaders. In fact, out of the over 140 terms in the glossary of *The Making of a Leader*, not one focuses on the general call to ministry, internal calling, the church, or the external call to ministry.

Why might Clinton overlook the call to ministry as an important developmental factor for ministry leaders? Perhaps calling was not a consistent theme throughout Clinton’s case studies as he developed his theory. Maybe Clinton overlooks calling because he does not find the traditional definitions of internal or external calling biblically accurate or required for effective ministry. Perhaps Clinton does not think that internal or external calling are necessary processing items for all leaders. Clinton has in mind a wide scope of Christian leaders for which the theory applies such as pastors, parachurch directors, Sunday school volunteers, and small group leaders. Since Clinton has
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in mind an extensive group of leaders, he may not view internal calling or external calling as applicable to such a broad range of people. Though it is not apparent why Clinton overlooks calling, it would strengthen the theory to include internal and external calling as important process items. The theory should include the internal and external call to ministry because a form of internal conviction and external confirmation should be present in all ministry leaders (1 Tim. 3:1; Titus 1:5). Brian Croft explains the importance of both internal and external calling,

Few today experience this sort of dual calling. Over the last century the role of the local church and the importance of the external call have diminished, and one could argue that even the need for an internal call is seen as less important today as people treat pastoral ministry as just one career option among many. A recovery of the biblical teaching on these matters is urgently needed.  

While numerous arguments could be made for both external calling and internal calling as biblical ideas and indispensable developmental factors, the remainder of this article will focus on three specific reasons why the external call contributes to the growth of ministry leaders, with an emphasis on pastors.

**Confirmation That Produces Assurance**

So why is external calling an essential factor in the development of ministry leaders and how does it contribute to their growth? First, external calling develops ministers because it validates that God has already been working through the internal call thereby providing the minister with an assurance of God’s leading and equipping toward ministry. Church confirmation supplies the protection of objective evaluation and the assurance that comes from approved qualifications and ministry readiness.

**Affirmation and Protection**

The external confirmation by the church protects the minister from self-deception and produces assurance that his inward sense of calling is valid. Dave Harvey explains that the subjective sense of calling must be “objectively validated” as external assessment becomes an “essential cord” that tethers the pastor and the church to safety. Charles Bridges observes that a “misguided bias” may take place with the internal call. Left unchecked without the “necessary and authoritative” external call, people have the potential of making themselves the sovereign judges of their calling. The affirmation from Christian friends, experienced pastors, and church leaders assures the mind that one’s desire for the work is of “sound principle” and not simply a feeling, impulse, or “self-deceiving presumption.”

---
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delusion as people are often unable to accurately evaluate themselves. Because people lack an unbiased view of themselves, the church offers an “honest evaluation” and an “objective view” of one’s gifts, abilities, and character. This is why Beeley believes that the discernment of the faith community is the “greatest indicator” of leadership potential and success. Thomas Oden adds that the affirmation of the believing community aids in avoiding the potential abuses of relying solely on the internal call while providing the minister confidence that comes from, “a sense of support, affirmation, and validated calling.”

This church affirmation protects the minister from self-deception and provides the confidence and assurance necessary for further ministry effectiveness.

**Assurance of Ministry Fit**

Not only does external calling protect the minister from self-deception, it also produces assurance that God has been leading the pastor toward ministry and equipping him to fit the position. Those called to ministry demonstrate biblical qualifications. Leaders of the church body should possess the gifts and disposition to lead the church. Gifts are given for the common good (1 Cor. 12:8) and for building up of the church body (1 Cor. 14:26). Anyone considering ministry should honestly evaluate “whether God appears to be using those gifts for the sake of the church.”

External calling grants confirmation, testimony, and affirmation that God has called an individual to use his unique abilities and gifts for the whole church. External calling confirms the minister’s qualifications for ministry. Harvey says, “External confirmation gives a man confidence that he isn’t deceiving himself about his qualifications for ministry.” This confirmation helps during uncertainty by bringing about God’s clarity to the situation. This assurance gives the minister greater confidence that he has been appropriately gifted and equipped for his work. The external confirmation equips the minister with the “mysterious and powerful” confidence in his “ability and suitability” for the job.

It is also important that the minister’s gifts and calling are affirmed by his congregation—the people who know him best. Spurgeon said that “The sheep will know the God-sent shepherd” indicating the importance of the congregation knowing the minister well and confirming him as their leader. Kevin DeYoung emphasizes this aspect of external affirmation of one’s gifts and abilities by those that know the minister as “the most important call.” Beeley says that “people are the best judges of whether or not they are being fed” and since pastoral ministry works for the well-being of the community, the qualities of effective church leadership represent those most readily perceived by others. This is why Beeley believes that the discernment and approval of the community is the “chief criterion” of ministry qualification. Even Cyprian, the early church father,
believed that a pastoral candidate must be approved as “worthy and suitable” by the church and should be “chosen in the presence of the people, who have most fully known the life of each one.” Edmund Clowney explains this process of recognition as joining “the gifts of the man of God to the gifts of the people of God.” This “mutual sharing and fellowship of gifts” results in growth to Christ’s body. As one’s own awareness of God’s calling unites with the affirmation of the congregation, confidence builds and the church grows.

**Establishment of Authority That Enables Effectiveness**

External calling not only validates the internal call thus providing assurance of God’s leading toward ministry, it also establishes a special relationship of authority and trust thus enabling greater effectiveness. This authority and trust contribute to the development of the pastor by enabling him to minister with greater confidence and focus within a renewed environment of mutual commitment.

*Establishes Appropriate Authority*

When a congregation confirms and endorses the gifts and calling of a minister, this establishes a new level of commitment and authority. Hebrews 13:17 (NIV) says, “Obey your leaders and submit to their authority.” External calling solidifies the relationship between leader and flock by establishing to whom the church will submit and obey. Iorg describes this aspect of the external call as God “infusing appropriate authority.” Iorg explains that because God’s people expect God-called leaders to lead, external calling enables the pastor to exercise a unique “authority or ability to influence people.” Niebuhr terms this influence “communal authority.” This communal authority establishes the minister’s leadership over the local church as its representative. Niebuhr explains that a pastor possesses communal, teaching, institutional, and spiritual authority over a congregation. But Niebuhr believes that communal authority has the “greatest importance” because the congregation grants the pastor appropriate authority to fulfill all the necessary duties attached to his ministry.

*Enables Greater Effectiveness*

This relationship of authority supplies the minister with a sense of attachment and security leading to greater ministry effectiveness. Harvey explains that external confirmation gives the minister confidence and allows him to step into the authority of his position having already proved himself, thus “freeing him” to do work of the ministry. Harvey explains this result of external calling,

It establishes a secure relationship between people and leader. Everyone involved knows there’s external evaluation and oversight to a man’s leadership and the church’s response to that leadership. The called man of God can then ‘go forward within the fellowship and under the
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God works powerfully through external calling to provide a secure relationship of authority and trust so that the pastor and the congregation together can do even greater things for God. Oden explains that in external calling the minister not only relies on his “private, subjective, and intuitive sense” but also on the more objective fact that the “whole community is saying yes” to one’s ministry and also sending him “out on its behalf.” After going through a time of evaluation by the church and receiving its blessing, the minister has “no further reason to dwell moodily upon the validity of his or her calling. It is time to say with Isaiah (6:9): ‘Here am I, send me.’” With the assurance of external calling the minister is free to respond with “unencumbered commitment” and is “set apart for ministry.”

Paul’s words to Timothy in 1 Timothy 4:11-16 highlight that authority and greater effectiveness are results of external calling. Paul encourages Timothy to remain confident in his external calling, character, and abilities so that he can continue to effectively minister in Ephesus. Paul reminds Timothy of the confirmation he received from the church elders and exhorts him to continue to use his gifts with confidence (1 Tim. 4:14). Phillip Towner explains that God’s choice of Timothy’s leadership was verified through prophecy and also publically acknowledged as the elders laid hands on him. Towner explains the establishment of Timothy’s authority, “both the servant and the congregation were bound to one another in acknowledgment of God’s selection.” According to Mounce, Paul uses the memory of when his elders confirmed his calling to encourage Timothy during his ministry at Ephesus. In this passage Paul reminds Timothy that “his gifts were acknowledged by the body of elders” and that he “has the gifts to perform the task.” Thus external calling established Timothy’s authority to lead the church. External calling was the foundation for Paul’s encouragements for Timothy to move forward in greater ministry effectiveness as he taught the Scriptures in Ephesus.

Building Confidence That Yields Perseverance

In addition to providing assurance of God’s leading and enabling greater effectiveness because of established authority, external calling also is an important developmental factor for ministers because it produces confidence which yields perseverance during difficulties. God uses difficulties and trials in the life of ministers to produce godly character and perseverance (James 1:2-4; Rom. 5:3-4). Warren Wiersbe explains that the demands and difficulties of ministry necessitate a definite call as “Men enter and then leave the ministry usually because they lack a sense of divine urgency. Nothing less than a definite call from God could ever give a man success in ministry.” The church-confirmed call of God supplies the minister with strength to grow during fruitful seasons and power to persevere during dark times.
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A Force of Almighty Strength

According to Bridges, the external call, joined with the internal desire and useful talents, becomes a powerful force of “almighty strength” in one’s developmental process especially in the midst of “all difficulty” and “anxiety” during the course of ministry. Research on support systems that prevent burnout among pastors demonstrates Bridges’ principle. Looking back on early ministry, the experienced pastors identified that external calling help them prevent burnout. One pastor noted that the encouragement and confirmation he received from the church was extremely important, “That’s how God works…the Spirit actually comes through the calling of other members of the church. I have never forgotten that it was me whom they chose for this mission.” These seasoned pastors identified external calling as an important factor that helped them persevere in ministry.

Paul’s exhortations to Timothy (1 Tim. 1:18, 4:14; 2 Tim. 1:6) exemplify how external calling gives confidence and greater resolve during difficult times. Church leaders had affirmed Timothy’s ministry qualifications and character (Acts 16:1-2; 1 Tim. 4:14) yet later Paul needed to encourage Timothy to fan into flame his gift and continue to minister with confidence (2 Tim. 1:6-8). During a particularly challenging time for Timothy, Paul reminded him of his calling that would give Timothy resolve to “fight the good fight” (1 Tim. 1:18). Mounce explains that Paul used Timothy’s external call to ministry as a “means of encouragement” during this difficult time by exhorting him to persevere in his ministry “despite the opposition.” These passages reveal that external calling gives the pastor confidence that God has commissioned him for ministry, which becomes especially helpful during difficult times in ministry.

Calling Essential in Dark Days

Clinton, in his leadership theory, recognizes the potential of difficulties to produce growth in a leader. He identifies isolation, conflict, and crisis as three processing items that God uses to develop character and draw the leader into deeper dependence upon Him. Yet Clinton does not emphasize the strengthening power that calling provides during trials. Whitney goes further than Clinton on this point, explaining that during difficult times a sense of calling acts as “fire in the bones” to keep one in ministry. Whitney exhorts ministers, “certainty of the call of God is not only necessary for sending you into the ministry, nothing is more essential for keeping you there…there will be dark, heavy days when you would walk away from the Gospel ministry if it weren’t for the bedrock of assurance that you are doing what God Himself has called you to do.” According to Whitney, confidence in God’s call brings great resolve during difficulties. George explains that this call produces perseverance for the ministry task that “only the power of God can sustain.”
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even want to quit. The reminder of the confirmation of God’s call aids in perseverance during those dark times because it provides certainty that the leader has been placed in ministry by a wise and faithful God.  

**Conclusion**

Spurgeon told his ministry students, “None of you can be pastors without the loving consent of the flock.”  

Spurgeon emphasized to his students that it would be vital for local church leadership to affirm that their calling, character, and abilities were well-suited for the important work of the ministry. Thus Spurgeon conveyed to his students the essential role of the external call of God upon their lives and ministries. Just as in Spurgeon’s time, external calling remains a critical growth dynamic for today’s ministry leaders and pastors. Similar to Spurgeon, this article has argued that external calling is extremely important. Clinton’s leadership theory overlooks external calling as an essential element of growth. It would strengthen the theory to include internal and external calling as important process items. The external call to ministry is a crucial factor in the development of ministry leaders providing them with much-needed affirmation, confidence, authority, and resilience. External calling opens renewed relationships of trust, security, and commitment between leaders and the people of God. It also serves as a catalyst for further ministry and for greater, more focused effectiveness. When times get difficult, the local-church-confirmed call of God provides the minister with confidence and strength to persevere and grow. External calling is God’s gracious work through his people to affirm and sustain his appointed leaders, for the glory of God and the building of his church.
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